In medical practice, information overload is a common problem for clinicians, who are often confronted with large amount of patient data in paper charts or computer systems. Depending on the clinical tasks, often only certain subsets of the data are of interest to clinicians, which we refer to as views. Providing appropriate views can be a way to reduce the problem of information load and concept-oriented views that are organized by clinical concepts such as therapeutic goals are of particular value.
Introduction
In medical practice, information overload is a common problem for clinicians, who are often confronted with large amount of patient data in paper charts or electronic medical records (EMR) 1 . Since clinicians have limited time to review and process the data, information overload may result in errors during the information retrieval and decision making process. Furthermore, depending on the clinical tasks, often only certain subsets of the data are of interest to clinicians, which we refer to as views. Providing appropriate views can be a way to reduce the problem of information load.
All views of medical data can be categorized into three classes: the source-oriented views which organize the data based on where they were collected; the time-oriented views which primarily use time to organize data; the concept-oriented views which center around clinical concepts such as diagnostic strategies, therapeutic goals, etc 2 . We have focused on concept-oriented views in our work. One of the most famous example of a concept-oriented view is the problem-oriented medical record 3 .
The place and time of data observations are generally recorded and can be used to generate source-and time-oriented views. However, it can be challenging to generate and maintain concept-oriented views of a large amount of patient data on a routine basis. The relationships between a piece of data and various concepts are typically not explicitly recorded and need to be created, obtained, or inferred to generate the desired concept-oriented views. For instance, physicians don't always indicate which medication prescriptions are for which specific chief complaints. Requiring physicians to manually link data with specific concepts for the purpose of creating views is impractical, as it will definitely slow down the workflow.
With manually maintained links, providing multiple concept-oriented views for the same data is extremely difficult. Although physicians are the best source for case-specific relationships, such as the reason why a medication is given to a patient, it is inefficient for non-case-specific relationships to be specified repeatedly. Furthermore, the consistency of the views is subject to human errors and interpersonal differences.
Past research has shown that it is possible for computer systems to identify relevant data and to generate views 4 5 . Although the Physician Workstation System was a pilot system, it demonstrated the ability to generate patient-specific and disease-specific views using domain knowledge modeled in a causal network.
Simulation studies have also been conducted on the impact of different clinical data formats on the speed and accuracy of information retrieval [6] [7] [8] . These studies have shown that conceptoriented views may improve information retrieval and even medical decision making [8] [9] [10] .
Especially worth noting is Tange's evaluation of the effect that different views of medical narratives have on the speed and completeness of information retrieval 10 . This quantitative study demonstrated the value of problem-oriented and organ system-oriented views.
However, little evaluation has been done on the quality of computerized identification of relevant data and the impact of providing concept-oriented views generated through such identification.
Because computerized identification of relevant data can never be perfect, the accuracy, reliability, and impact of the technique need to be measured for further improvement and to determine whether or not it is mature enough to be used in production systems.
To test hypotheses about concept-oriented views, a general-purpose, concept-oriented view generation system was developed. We refer to the system as Query Clinical Information System (QCIS). QCIS is also capable of handling source-and time-oriented views. A knowledge-based approach was employed in the system design and implementation, which were reported in other papers 11 12 . This paper discusses the evaluation of the concept-oriented view generation system's ability to identify relevant information for concept-oriented view generation, to reduce information overload and to benefit clinical practice. Although some raw data of the evaluation have been reported before 13 , this paper presents new data and different analyses, and provides an overall view of the evaluation.
Background
We have developed QCIS -a multiple view (source-oriented, time-oriented, and conceptoriented) generation system. Upon selecting a specific patient, users have the freedom to review the clinical data using one of the three views. The design of providing multiple views was based on our hypothesis that different views complement each other. It also enabled us to compare the different views. The emphasis of the system is to provide concept-oriented views, which are generated by computer identification of data that are relevant to a user-specified concept of interest. Figure 1 illustrates the key process of linking a concept of interest with relevant patient data.
Figure 1
This chart shows how a concept (heart) could be linked to the related clinical data and the general model of linking a medical concept to relevant patient data.
In QCIS, the concept-oriented views are generated in four steps: concept selection (selecting the concept of interest), concept expansion (finding concepts related to the concept of interest), data retrieval (obtaining information from the patient record that is coded with the expanded set of concepts), and display generation (producing a human-readable set of results). The implemented system is capable of providing concept-oriented views for eight classes of concepts in the Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) 14 : anatomic entity, measurable entity, specimen, patient problem, sampleable substance, display information, event information, and orderable entity.
This accounts for over 40,000 concepts, which are about 76% of all concepts in the MED. The Disease was typed in and chosen from the list of matching concepts as the concept of interest, a list of departments was shown. After selecting Radiology Reports, the system returned a list of radiology reports related to Pulmonary Heart Disease, and the content of a report was displayed after clicking the report name.
Hypotheses
With the evaluation, we tested the following three hypotheses:
1. The concept-oriented view system will identify patient information related to disease concepts.
2. The concept-oriented view system will reduce the amount of information retrieved.
3. Clinicians will benefit from using computer-generated concept-oriented views of clinical data.
Evaluation
This study evaluated the system's ability to identify relevant patient information and the impact of the resulting views on clinical information retrieval. The evaluation was divided into three parts corresponding to the three hypotheses [ Figure 4 ]: A study of information needs was performed in preparing for this part of the evaluation.
Aspects of information retrieval that were studied include user comfort, confidence, accuracy and efficiency.
The concept-oriented view system will identify patient information related to disease concepts.
The concept-oriented view system will reduce the amount of information retrieved.
Clinicians will benefit from using computer-generated concept-oriented views of clinical data.
Quality of relevant patient information identification
Information reduction 
Methods

Quality of Relevant Information Identification
This part of the evaluation was designed to measure the system's sensitivity and specificity in identifying patient information related to concepts of interest. For the evaluation, diseases were used as concepts of interest, and laboratory tests and medication orders were used as patient information.
A set of patients (n=693) was randomly selected from the NYPH database of all patients with hospital visits between September 1996 and September 1998. We first randomly selected a set of patient visits, and then identified the set of unique patients by their medical record numbers. The patients' laboratory tests, medications, and diagnoses during this time period were retrieved for use as the patient data set. Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine for each of the five diseases. The surveyed physicians were given two questionnaires, each containing a matrix of the candidate tests and five diseases.
On one questionnaire they were asked to identify tests they might order to confirm the diagnosis of each disease. On the second questionnaire they were asked to identify tests useful for the management of each disease. They were also asked to suggest any tests that were not included in the candidate list. For the gold standards, when four out of six physicians agreed that a test was relevant, the test was considered to be relevant. When there was a tie (three physicians considered a test relevant that the other three did not), the relevance of the test was determined by a coin flip.
Because most terms used in laboratory and drug gold standards could not be mapped directly to the coding concepts of our patient data set, a translation process was done semi-automatically to make sure that the gold standards could be applied to the data set. For the drug gold standard, terms used in the MICROMEDEX clinical review articles were first mapped manually to MED concepts. Then a program was used to translate these concepts to concepts used to code the medication orders. For example, rifampin, which was mentioned in the clinical review article for tuberculosis treatment, was first mapped to the MED concept with the same name and then translated to a group of medication concepts such as CPMC DRUG: RIFAMPIN 150 MG CAP.
Although it was possible to use controlled vocabulary in composing the questionnaires for a laboratory gold standard, general terms such as urinalysis were used for physicians' convenience.
The terms used in the questionnaire were first mapped to classes of concepts before we translated the concepts to laboratory test concepts using a computer program.
For each disease, both the gold standard and our system were used to identify relevant medications in the patient data set. Sensitivities and specificities were then computed by comparing the results. Similarly, diagnostic and management gold standards and the system were used to identify relevant laboratory tests in the patient data set. Two sets of sensitivities and specificities (diagnostic and management) were calculated by comparing the results generated using our system to the results generated using the gold standards.
In addition, each physician's individual opinion on whether a test was relevant was tested against gold standards generated from other physicians' opinion. In other words, each physician was tested against the other five and when three out the five physicians agreed that a test was relevant, the test was considered relevant. The average sensitivities and specificities of individual physicians were compared to the system.
Besides sensitivity and specificity, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was also calculated. In this case, the curves of the physicians and the system were all single-pointcurves. A bootstrapping method was employed to test if there were significant differences between the areas under the curves for the physicians and that of the system.
Relevance is a fuzzy concept, so statistics were collected on how often a particular number (0 to 6) of people considered a test relevant to provide a sense of the "fuzziness."
Information Overload Reduction
This part of the evaluation was designed to measure the degree of reduction of the amount of information in the concept-oriented views compared to viewing the entire patient record. Using the data set created for the relevant information identification in the previous section, 21 diseases from the 1094 diagnoses in the test data set were randomly selected. The system was then used to identify relevant laboratory tests and medications for each disease. The average number of laboratory tests or medications included in each disease-specific view per patient and the total number of laboratory tests or medications for each patient were calculated.
Certain types of hospital visits involved procedures such as routine physical exam or exercise test, and produced no laboratory tests or medication orders. Patients with no laboratory tests or medication orders were excluded from the calculation. Among the 653 patients, 444 had laboratory tests and 71 had medication orders. These measurements were used to determine how much data the disease-specific views contained as compared with the whole data set.
Information Need (Preparation Study for Evaluation of Effects on Information Retrieval)
To design patient information retrieval questions, a literature review of studies on clinicians information needs was conducted along with a local observational study [17] [18] [19] . The literature review helped to set up a general framework for characterizing information needs to guide the local study. The local observational study was carried out in both inpatient and outpatient internal medicine settings. In the outpatient setting, the observation was done in the PIC (physicians in charge) room at NYPH, where attending physicians, residences, interns and medical students interact. In the inpatient setting, the observer followed attending physicians on teaching rounds. To make the observation less intrusive, the observer did not interact with the physicians, but instead, taped and took notes of the conversations between physicians.
The observation consisted of nine half-day sessions. The first half-day of observation was spent familiarizing the observer with the environment and format of information exchange. The data from the rest of the sessions were collected and analyzed. The first step of analysis was to categorize the different types of information needs into major classes and subclasses. The distribution of needs was analyzed, and implications were drawn from the statistical analysis.
Choosing the proper method to measure information needs is important, and measuring by the number of verbalized questions (information deficit units) seems a natural choice. This measurement has been used by several studies 17 18 20 . However, as discussed in Forsythe's paper, information needs may not always be phrased as questions, and sentences that look like questions may not convey an information need 17 . For example, "You should check the patient's weight" looked like a comment. But given the context of case discussion, it was also a request 15 for information from an attending physician to a trainee. Also, the definition of a question is not always clear. For instance, should "Has he had a CT or an ultrasound?" be counted as one question or two? So for the analysis of this study, a coarser measurement − information need unit − was used instead of the number of questions (or information deficit unit). A unit of information need is defined as information needs of a subclass expressed for a patient case. For example, all demographic questions regarding a patient were counted as one information need unit.
Effect on Information Retrieval
Evaluation on the effect of using concept-oriented views involved several aspects of information retrieval: accuracy, user comfort, user confidence, and cost (keystrokes and time used). Both subjective and objective measures were employed in the evaluation [20] [21] [22] .
For evaluation, we selected three patient cases with moderate amounts of information and formulated questions necessitating patient information retrieval. To protect the privacy of the patients, all confidential information was manually altered. Based on the information needs study described in the previous section, questions for the three patient cases were designed by a physician who was neither involved with the system development nor a physician subject later.
The questions were phrased such that they had definite correct answers that could be expressed in very few words. For example, for a patient discharged on digoxin, the question "What was the latest digoxin level?" was asked. The questions did not reflect all of the identified information needs because certain needs could not be satisfied by the available patient data. For instance, information about health care provided by providers outside of the NYPH system was generally unavailable.
Thirteen physicians volunteered for the study. Physician subjects were given a brief description for each case and were then asked to answer questions by using the system to gather necessary patient information [Appendix] . As mentioned before, the system could offer both the traditional department-oriented views and the newer concept-oriented views, in which users may specify a concept of interest and review computer-identified relevant information. For each case, a physician was instructed to use only department-oriented views or only concept-oriented views.
Block design was applied to ensure that every case was solved an equal number of times, that the department-oriented view and concept-oriented view approaches were used an equal number of times for each case, and that a physician never encountered the same case twice.
Before starting to work on any cases, each physician was given five minutes of introduction, during which he or she was informed of the purpose and methods of the study. Basic functionality of the system was demonstrated for the physicians using a specially prepared sample case.
During the evaluation, physicians provided written answers, which were later graded according to the gold standard. The answers were scored as correct (1) or incorrect (0), and no partial credits were given. A t-test was performed to determine if using one particular type of view lead to better accuracy, i.e. higher scores.
There were cases when a physician could not answer questions because of unexpected technical problems. For example, the network connection between the outpatient clinic, where part of the evaluation took place, and the computer where the system is located was occasionally unstable.
Fortunately, such incidents were rare, and the unanswered questions were regarded as missing data points and taken into consideration during data analysis.
After answering the questions, physicians were also asked to fill out a brief one-page questionnaire. The questions were designed to collect the background information of the physicians and their subjective opinions on how comfortable and confident they are using different types of views. The questionnaire also offered physicians a place to express their comments and suggestions.
Efficiency is another measurement for information retrieval. To measure efficiency, we employed the portable usability lab at NYPH 23 . Throughout the evaluation, interactions between the physician subjects and the system were videotaped. Using the tapes, we counted the number of keystrokes and the amount of time it took for each person to answer a question. As a general principle, the counting for each question started after a person finished reading a question and ended when a person finished writing an answer. In order for the information retrievals to be performed more naturally and because user interface was not the focus of this study, the physicians were not asked to think aloud. However, sometimes the physicians did make verbal comments and ask questions.
Results
Quality of Relevant Information Identification
The sensitivities and specificities of the view generated by the system and the individual physicians are shown in Figure 5 . Compared to physicians, the system could be viewed as a coarser, but in some cases, reasonably sensitive filter for relevant information. The specificities of the physicians were consistently better than the system. The sensitivities of the system in identifying laboratory tests for diagnostic purposes and in identifying drugs were comparable to the sensitivities of the physicians, although the sensitivity of the system in identifying laboratory tests for disease management purposes was especially low due to QCIS's lack of knowledge in that area. The areas under ROC in the context of diagnosis and management for both the system and the individual physicians are shown in Table 2 . No significant statistical difference between the system and individual physicians in the context of diagnosis was detected, meaning that it failed to reject the hypothesis that the system performed differently from physicians in distinguishing relevant and irrelevant laboratory tests in that context. (Power = 97.5%) However, in the context of management, the system's performance was significantly worse than the physicians. (Power > 99.9%) Figure 6 ]. This shows that the participating physicians agreed with each other complet ely over 70% of the time. However, interpersonal differences were not trivial given that one or more physicians disagreed on whether a test was relevant about 30% of the time. 
Frequency of the Number of Physicians Considering a Test Relevant
Information Overload Reduction
The concept-oriented views showed promising potential for information overload reduction.
Each concept-oriented view (in this case disease-oriented view) on average only contained a fraction of all information on patients. However, the amount of information in the views varied significantly from concept to concept and patient to patient. Table 3 shows the average number of laboratory tests and drugs each patient had from 1996 to 1998, as well as the average number of tests and drugs for each patient in a view. Table 4 . * A total of 37 patient cases were observed, and 296 information need units were recorded. Table 4 shows the number of information need units in each major and minor category and its percentage of the total number of information need units.
The information needs for each case were very different because the cases and contexts were different. For example, more information exchange takes place when physicians are discussing a new case than when following up with a previous case. There was wide variation in the number of information need units per case (maximum=19, minimum=1, upper quartile=11, lower quartile=4, median=7). For some cases, all subcategories of information needs were expressed while for others, only a few categories of information needs were mentioned. 
Effect on Information Retrieval
Results from the evaluation on the effect of using concept-oriented views are reported in four sections: background of subjects, user comfort and confidence, information retrieval accuracy, and information retrieval efficiency.
* A fifth major category, non-patient specific information (such as the prevalence of a disease or sensitivity of a diagnostic test), is beyond the scope of this paper.
Background of Subjects
A total of 13 physicians (seven attending physicians, two residents, three interns, and one medical student) participated in this part of the evaluation and filled out the questionnaires. DOS and the Web are the two major platforms for clinical systems at NYPH. Six physicians had only used DOS-based clinical systems, one physician had only used web-based clinical systems and six physicians had experience with both types of systems.
Some of the recruited physicians were associated with the Department of Medical Informatics at Columbia University, so seven of the recruited physician subjects had experience developing clinical systems. However, except for three subjects, no participants had ever seen our system, and only one subject had briefly used the system before the evaluation.
User Comfort and Confidence
Regarding their overall level of comfort and confidence in using QCIS, the physicians' opinions ranged from "not comfortable" and "not confident" to "very comfortable" and "very confident."
On average, users found the system comfortable to use and were confident using it [ Tables 5 and   6 ].
Physicians' opinions regarding their comfort and confidence in using different views differed
[ Tables 5 and 6 ]. On average, the subjects reported slightly more comfortable but less confident with concept-oriented views, although the sample size is too small to draw statistical conclusions.
Each individual's preference of view was clearly different [ Table 7 ]. Almost equal numbers of subjects reported feeling more comfortable, as comfortable, and less comfortable using the department-oriented views comparing with using the concept-oriented views. Seven out of the 13 subjects reported feeling equally confident using both types of views, with the remaining seven subjects favoring one view over another. Concept-oriented View 4 7 2 0 Table 6 Participants' opinions on confidence in using the system and on using the different views.
Number of People with the Opinion Very Confident
Confident
Not Confident Very Not Confident Overall 3 9 1 0 Department-oriented View
Concept-oriented View 3 8 2 0 Table 7 Participants' opinions on the differences in their levels of comfort and confidence when using concept-oriented views vs. department-oriented views. 
Information Retrieval Accuracy
When physicians were asked to answer questions regarding patient cases using different views, the mean accuracy score of answers using concept-oriented views (0.949) was higher than using department-oriented views (0.831). In other words, physicians answered more questions correctly when using concept oriented views [ Table 8 ]. Through an ANOVA-test of independent samples, the difference in scores between groups using the two types of views was shown to be statistically significant. (p< 0.05, Power=66% (one side), 53% (two side) ) The errors were not evenly distributed over all questions. For half (six) of the questions, perfect accuracy was achieved regardless of what view was used. However, for the other six questions, mistakes were made and subjects using concept-oriented views made fewer mistakes in five and tied with department-oriented views in one.
Information Retrieval Efficiency
Information retrieval efficiency was measured in terms of costs (keystrokes and time) to answer a question. Although the variance in the number of keystrokes taken to answer a question was high [ Table 9 ], the difference between using concept-oriented views and department-oriented view was statistically significant. (p<0.05, Power = 96.87% (one side), 98.52% (two side)) When concept-oriented views were used, people made twice as many keystrokes to answer a question.
This can be largely attributed to the fact that users needed to type in a concept when using concept-oriented views. For example, it takes 19 key strokes to type in "acute pancreatitis"
correctly, whereas the average number of key strokes when using department-oriented views was just 11. Occasionally, some physicians were able to answer a question with knowledge gained from browsing for previous questions and resulted in no retrieval key strokes or time for that question. Because the questions and cases were different, the number of keystrokes needed to answer the questions was quite different. Such a difference existed regardless of the type of view used. In fact, with a few exceptions, a question that took relatively more keystrokes to answer using department-oriented views also took relatively more keystrokes using concept-oriented views.
There was not enough statistical power to detect the difference in time required to answer questions when using the one view versus the other. (Power = 15.14% (one side), 9.38% (two side)) However, this does not imply the time spent for every question, regardless of view, was the same [ Table 10 ]. In fact, for some questions, using one type of view resulted in much less time than using the other. 
Discussion
A multiple-view generation system with a focus on concept-oriented views was implemented, and evaluated. This section discusses the significance, limitations, implications, and future research directions of this work.
Significance
Quality of Relevant Information Identification
The evaluation of quality of views generated by this system was the first evaluation of a system's ability to identify relevant clinical information and to filter out irrelevant information for concept-oriented views. The evaluation showed that when identifying laboratory tests for diagnostic purposes or identifying medications, the sensitivities of the system were comparable to the sensitivities of the physicians. The specificities of the system, however, were consistently lower than the specificities for the physicians. The areas under the ROC curves for the system and for the physicians did not differ significantly in the context of diagnosis, showing that the system was equally capable of distinguishing relevant from irrelevant information in that context. However, the area under the ROC curve for the system was smaller than that for the physicians in the context of management, indicating a poorer performance for this type of task.
These results show that automated selection of relevant clinical information is a very promising technique. They also validate the knowledge-based approach of our system as well as the knowledge sources and knowledge acquisition methods involved.
Information Overload
Information overload is the problem that first inspired the system development. Although no previous statistics were available, many papers recognized information overload as a problem and proposed different types of views as a solution [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Our quantitative evaluation confirmed that concept-oriented views, which contain much less information than whole records, could be used to reduce the amount of information presented to users interested in particular topics.
Especially worth noting is that reducing the amount of information presented did not compromise the accuracy of information retrieved. This supports our research goal to reduce information overload by using concept-oriented views.
Effects on Information Retrieval
There have been several simulation studies on the impact that different clinical data formats have on the speed and accuracy of information retrieval [6] [7] [8] . They all showed that fixed, specially designed, flow sheet/spread sheet type clinical data displays (such as a microbiology display)
improved the speed and accuracy of information retrieval.
A more recent evaluation was done by Tange on different views of medical narratives generated by a pilot system, particularly the effects of the views on the speed and completeness of information retrieval 10 . That evaluation showed that viewing information by problem and organ system speeded up information retrieval. The views, however, had no impact on the completeness of the information retrieval.
In the evaluation of our system, we measured accuracy, cost (in keystrokes and time), comfort, and confidence of information retrieval and compared concept-oriented views with traditional, source-oriented views.
Accuracy
Using concept-oriented views, the accuracy of physician information retrieval was improved compared with using traditional department-oriented views. This confirmed the general conclusion of previous studies that different data formats might improve information retrieval accuracy. Because the evaluation questions given to participating physicians were questions they would be asked during routine practice, such findings imply benefits for real clinical settings.
Cost
Using concept-oriented views did lead to higher cost in terms of keystrokes. This shows that a trade-off has to be made; Although concept-oriented views give users more freedom in how to view the data, users are required to type in a concept of interest, which increases the number of keystrokes and time required.
There was no simple answer regarding which type of view would save time. For different questions and various cases, one type of view was not always better than the other. For instance, for cases with very little information, there may not be much benefit to organizing information by problems.
This result should not be viewed as contradictory to previous studies that showed improved speed in information retrieval when using concept-oriented views. No previous study or system asked users to type in a concept of interest, and cases and questions used for testing in each study were different as well.
Comfort and Confidence
Physicians' opinions on how comfortable and confident they felt when using different types of views differed. This confirmed Newell and Simon's general propositions that information processing is dependent on characteristics of problem solvers and the tasks, and that there are individual differences in problem solving 30 31 . Such difference should be taken into consideration in clinical information system design. As much as there needs to be standard data/knowledge representation in computer systems, there also needs to be customized representations for human users.
Limitations
Recruiting physician subjects for evaluation can be difficult because of the already-high demands on their schedules. Nevertheless, because physicians are the potential users, it is necessary to involve them in the study. For the evaluation, the number of subjects was limited. It would have been better to have more subjects and therefore increase the power of the statistical analysis. The main incentive for the physicians who did participate in the evaluation of this system was to support clinical information system research. So it was not surprising that the majority of the participants (7 out 13) had some connection to the Medical Informatics Department.
Given that most participants were unfamiliar with the system being evaluated, training was needed. However, five minutes of training proved to be inadequate. For example, the subjects asked many questions regarding what was clickable, and a number of users commented that they finally started to get the idea of concept-oriented views only after finishing the tasks.
Comfort and confidence are subjective measurements that can be influenced by a number of factors other than the system. For example, participants may report feeling more comfortable and confident than they really are because of their sympathy toward the system developers or the general research goals. On the other hand, some people may feel that they are being evaluated along with the system and thus become more critical of the system.
Accuracy and cost (keystrokes and time) are objective measurements that provide valuable data for analysis. In certain cases, conclusions could be drawn. For example, more keystrokes were taken using concept-oriented views, which also led to more accurate retrievals. In other cases, however, our analysis identified the need for further research. For example, our evaluation showed that more research are needed to determine which type of view could save time when answering which kind of question,
Implications and Future Direction
The evaluation indicated that it is possible to generate concept-oriented views using automoted relevant information identification methods. Regarding the quality of relevant information identification, the system's performance is not comparable to physicians' performance in all areas. Using such computer-generated views, however, still proved to be beneficial regarding certain aspects of information retrieval. This indicates that automated concept-oriented view generation is a direction worth further exploration.
Although we have focused on the concept-oriented views, we did implement a system that provides multiple views. It is our belief that different types of views meet the needs of various clinical tasks and users. Considering the complex nature of medical practice and the inter-person difference between practitioners, an ideal system would be able to offer multiple types of views and hybrid views.
Although there were not enough data in the evaluation to show which type of view is most appropriate for which kind of information retrieval questions, the data did suggest different views have their own strengths and should be used for different clinical tasks. For example, concept-oriented views are very useful for hypothesis testing. Time-oriented views are convenient when a clinician wants to get a quick overview of a patient. For a clinician looking for all tests or reports from a particular department, a source-oriented view would be the best choice.
The system evaluation would be improved with more subjects and more cases. Subjects could be given more complicated clinical tasks, such as preparing discharge summaries and making diagnoses, instead of straightforward information retrieval questions. In such studies, information retrieval may be extended to areas other than laboratory tests and drugs in the EMR.
